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INTRODUCTION

The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) filed its Energy Efficiency
Portfolio Plan (“Plan 3”) in Docket No. 13-0499 on August 30, 2013. This represented the third filing
of an electric energy efficiency plan to satisfy the requirements of Section 8-103 and the second filing
of a natural gas energy efficiency plan to satisfy the requirements of Section 8-104 of the Illinois
Public Utilities Act (“Act”), 220 ILCS 5/8-103, 220 ILCS 5/8-104. This was the first independent
DCEO filing; previously DCEO filed in each of the electric and natural gas utility dockets. The
Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) entered a Final Order (“Order”) in this proceeding,
January 28, 2014, conditionally approving DCEO’s Petition for Approval of Plan 3, subject to a
compliance filing that incorporates and is consistent with the terms of the Order. Final Order, Docket
No. 13-0499, pp. 48-49.

With this compliance filing, Plan 3 incorporates the requirements set forth in the Order and represents
DCEO’s compliance filing for Docket No. 13-0499.

DCEO will offer integrated natural gas/electric energy efficiency programs across the territories of the
participating utilities – ComEd, Ameren Illinois, Integrys (Peoples and North Shore), and Nicor Gas
(“Utilities”). The statute specifically requires that DCEO integrate the delivery of natural gas and
electric efficiency programs, unless it can show that integration is not feasible.

DCEO’s programs will cover the same sectors as its previous three-year Energy Efficiency Portfolio
Plans while expanding the programs to address market needs. These sectors broadly include:

 The statutory public sector set-aside plus additional public sector entities.
 The statutory low income residential target for the electricity portfolio and an equivalent

percentage for the natural gas portfolio.
 Market transformation programs designed to lay the ground work for sustained and robust

energy efficiency in the future in order to facilitate meeting the very aggressive statutory goals.

DCEO will offer the same suite of programs throughout the state to avoid confusion and possible
claims of discrimination. Accordingly, DCEO will again hire its own Evaluator for this Plan cycle.

DCEO PORTFOLIO

The DCEO portion of the overall portfolio covers three areas: the public sector (municipal facilities,
K-12 schools, community colleges, state universities the State of Illinois, and Federal facilities), the
low income residential sector, and market transformation programs. DCEO will serve the public and
low income residential sectors with traditional incentive programs through which grants or rebates are
offered to those consumers who choose to participate in different energy efficiency programs. The
market transformation programs are included to support DCEO and Utility the incentive programs in
the short term and to ensure the long term viability of the Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (EEPS)
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as a whole by educating consumers and training building industry professionals in the merits and
functionality of energy efficiency. These three areas were chosen based on the following factors:

 Statutory requirements
 Past experience
 DCEO’s ability to leverage current programs and sister Agency partnerships,
 DCEO’s ability to contribute meaningfully to meeting the kWh and therms goals of the third

three-year plan,
 The need to position Illinois to meet the longer term statutory goals by developing a robust

energy efficiency services industry, and
 The need for program flexibility to allow market response.

As a result of these factors, DCEO’s portfolio design was very much a goal-driven and fact-based
process. DCEO and the Utilities agreed upon the areas on which DCEO would focus and then
designed effective programs to serve these areas.

DCEO PROGRAMS

Public Sector Programs
DCEO will build on the portfolio of public sector programs developed under its previous plans. Public
sector program eligibility includes units of local, state, and federal government, municipal
corporations, public school districts, community colleges, and state universities. By statute, at least
10% of the total portfolio (40% of DCEO’s budget) must be directed to local governments, municipal
corporations, school districts and community colleges. DCEO’s public sector programs are:

Core Programs
 Standard (Prescriptive) Program
 Custom Program
 New Construction Program
 Retro-Commissioning Program
 Boiler Tune Up

Targeted Programs
 Combined Heat and Power Program
 Waste Water Treatment Plant Program
 Targeted Large Projects
 Aggregation/Key Accounts Program
 Direct Install Programs
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Low Income Programs
Under the EEPS statutes, the utilities, in coordination with DCEO, are required to present a portfolio of
efficiency measures targeted at low income households (<80% of the Area Median Income [AMI])
proportionate to the share of utility revenues represented by those households at or below 150% of the
poverty level. In regards to electricity, the DCEO portfolio budget share amounts to 26% . In regards
for natural gas, it amounts to around 18% for Nicor Gas and North Shore and roughly 37% for Ameren
and Peoples. DCEO agreed to administer low income residential programs in its first electric plan and
will continue to administer them under this Plan 3 portfolio within the constraints of meeting its energy
savings targets. The low income residential programs that DCEO plans to offer include:

 Energy Efficient Affordable Housing Construction Program
 Illinois Residential Retrofit Program
 Efficient Living: Illinois Public Housing Authority Program
 Energy Savers Multi-family Program

Market Transformation Programs
DCEO’s market transformation programs provide technical assistance and education to support
achievement of long-term efficiency goals in all market sectors. These programs are designed to
educate energy professionals and strategic energy decision-makers so that they have the skills and
information needed to implement effective energy efficiency strategies. In the second EEPS planning
cycle, DCEO began measuring spillover energy savings achieved from some of its market
transformation programs – in particular from the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center, Building
Operator Certification, and Building Codes Compliance. DCEO will continue this practive, along with
including the new Illinois Codes Collaborative Program to encourage energy code compliance, and the
Energy Performance Contracting Technical Assistance Program. DCEO plans to offer the following
Market Transformation programs in Plan 3:

 Smart Energy Design Assistance Center Program (SEDAC)
 Building Industry Training and Education (BITE)
 Illinois Codes Collaborative Program
 Codes Education and Technical Assistance
 Illinois Home Performance
 Building Operator Certification (BOC)
 Lights for Learning Program
 DCEO Trade Ally Program
 Energy Performance Contracting Technical Assistance Program

COMPLIANCE FILING RESPONSE – REVISED TARGETS
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Energy Savings Targets

For the upcoming three-year period covered by DCEO’s “Integrated Natural Gas and Electricity
Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plan,” the statutory statewide electric targets are 1.8% in the first year and
then 2.0% for the remaining two years. The statutory statewide natural gas targets are 0.8%, 1.0%, and
1.2% for the three years. In preparation for the plan, DCEO conducted an energy savings potential
study for the public and low income sectors that it serves. Based on the potential study, extensive
program modeling, and past experience, DCEO concluded that the realistically achievable energy
savings are lower than the statutory targets. DCEO proposed the following energy savings targets in
its plan and asked for approval of these adjusted targets:

 Electricity: Annual public sector energy savings of 1.0% and low income sector energy
savings of 0.3% for a total of approximately 138 million kWh per year.
 Natural gas: Annual public sector energy savings of 0.7% and low income sector energy
savings of 0.2% for a total of about 4.76 million therms per year.

While the Commission acknowledged that adjusted targets may be appropriate, the Commission
rejected the specific proposed targets and stated the following: “The Commission directs DCEO to
resubmit its Plan, pursuant to Section 8-103(f) and 8-104(f), to remove the assumed realization rates
proposed in its Plan for both public sector and low income programs, which have the effect of lowering
proposed savings goals unnecessarily. DCEO is also required to incorporate the same net-to-gross
(NTG) evaluation principles that apply to all utility efficiency programs for its public sector offerings,
and thereby retain the calculation of net energy savings.” Final Order, p. 20. Specifically, the
Commission accepted arguments by certain intervenors that DCEO has increased budgets available
and that the increase in cost per unit saved (i.e., $/kWh or $/therm) in its proposed plan was unrealistic.

Following the directive of the Commission, DCEO has removed the realization rates and applied NTG
evaluation principles to its public sector programs to recalculate its targets. The new adjusted energy
savings targets consistent with the Commission’s order are:

 Electricity: 146 million kWh per year.
 Natural gas: 5.33 million therms per year.

DCEO provides detailed information below on how it followed the Commission directives to
formulate the revised energy savings targets as part of the compliance filing.

Budgets

In DCEO’s compliance plan, DCEO still expects to spend up to its 25% share of the rate cap in each
utility territory.

DCEO’s annual electricity and natural gas budgets in Plan 3 are:
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 Electricity: $54.1 – 55.1 million
 Natural gas: $21.1 – $21.8 million

DCEO anticipates some budget fluctuation within its natural gas budget due to the Self Direct
Customer Program. Legislation permits new natural gas customers to apply to the Self Direct
Program, and Self Direct Customers may be dropped from the program if they do not comply with the
annual Program requirements. This would impact DCEO’s natural gas budget and perhaps its energy
savings targets. If this occurs, DCEO will work with the SAG and Commission Staff to revise its
energy savings goals.

In attachment 1.1, DCEO has provided a summary of budgets and energy savings targets by Utility
territory and TRC’s for each program.

The intervenor, National Resource Defence Council (NRDC), argued that DCEO’s increased budgets
do not justify lower energy savings targets in Plan 3. As shown in the table below, DCEO’s portfolio
budget nearly tripled from Plan 1 to Plan 2. However, electricity budgets will decrease slightly in Plan
3 from Plan 2 levels, and annual natural gas budgets will decrease nearly 30% from the final year of
Plan 2 to Plan 3. The changes in the natural gas budgets are attributable to lower natural gas prices and
in part to additional self-directing customers.

Comparison of DCEO Budgets in Plans 1, 2, and 3

Program Year Electricity Natural Gas Total

EPY 1 $13.3 $0.0 $13.3

EPY 2 $27.2 $0.0 $27.2

EPY 3 $41.4 $0.0 $41.4

Total Plan 1 $81.8 $0.0 $81.8

EPY 4/GPY 1 $54.6 $15.2 $69.8

EPY 5/GPY 2 $55.3 $22.8 $78.1

EPY 6/GPY 3 $55.6 $30.1 $85.7

Total Plan 2 $165.5 $68.1 $233.6

EPY 7/GPY 4 $54.2 $21.8 $75.9

EPY 8/GPY 5 $54.8 $21.6 $76.4

EPY 9/GPY 6 $55.1 $21.2 $76.2

Total Plan 3 $164.0 $64.5 $228.5

The Plan 3 compliance filing does not propose any changes in the funding for each program area. The
following chart summarizes DCEO’s EEPS budget allocation across programs.
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DCEO Integrated Natural/Electric Efficiency Plan Budget (millions)

Percent of
Total

Budget

Electric Natural Gas Total
EEPS

BudgetEPY7 EPY8 EPY9 Total GPY4 GPY5 GPY6 Total

Public Sector 53% $28.70 $29.05 $29.19 $86.94 $11.61 $11.39 $10.99 $34.00 $120.94

Breakthrough
Tech.

3% $1.62 $1.64 $1.65 $4.92 $0.63 $0.63 $0.56 $1.85 $6.77

Low Income 24% $13.00 $13.16 $13.22 $39.37 $5.29 $5.29 $5.30 $15.88 $55.25

Market
Transformation

10% $5.41 $5.48 $5.51 $16.40 $2.11 $2.11 $2.19 $6.42 $22.82

EM&V 3% $1.62 $1.64 $1.65 $4.92 $0.65 $0.65 $0.63 $1.90 $6.82

Marketing 2% $1.08 $1.10 $1.10 $3.27 $0.44 $0.43 $0.42 $1.27 $4.54

Administration 5% $2.71 $2.74 $2.75 $8.17 $1.09 $1.08 $1.06 $3.17 $11.37

TOTAL 100% $54.15 $54.81 $55.07 $164.03 $21.83 $21.59 $21.15 $64.48 $228.52

Net To Gross and Realization Rates

For purposes of analyzing energy savings and setting its targets, the DCEO proposed plan analysis

assumed an overall net-to-gross (NTG) rate of 80% for public sector programs and 90% for low

income programs. For the public sector programs, the number combines realization rate, free

ridership, and spillover into a single value. For low income programs, the number is merely a

realization rate. “Realization rate” is the ratio of evaluated energy savings to the projected energy

savings. The Commission ordered that DCEO remove the realization rates used in setting energy

savings targets for both public sector and low income programs. In addition, the Commission ordered

that DCEO incorporate NTG principles into its analysis of public sector programs to calculate net

energy savings targets.

To develop revised energy savings targets for its compliance plan consistent with the Commission

order, DCEO did the following:

 For the public sector electric programs, new NTG values were calculated by program, that did

not include a realization rate (or assumed a 100% realization rate). The new NTG values are an

average of the actual reported NTG values by program from the independent evaluator in Plan

1 and the values available thus far from the independent evaluator for Plan 2. This raised the

average NTG number utilized in the compliance analysis from 80% to 83% for electric public

sector programs and from 80% to 87% for natural gas public sector programs. As shown in the

table below the values vary by program, ranging from 80% to 95% for electric programs and

80% to 97% for natural gas programs.
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 For the low income programs, the 90% realization rate was removed and the revised analysis

assumes a NTG value of 100%.

Comparison of NTG/Realization Rates Assumed in DCEO’s Proposed Plan

to the NTG Values Assumed in its Compliance Plan

Program
Proposed Plan Compliance Plan

NTG/Realization Rate NTG (Elec) NTG (Gas)

Public Sector

Standard Program 80% 82% 85%

Custom Program 80% 82% 87%

Retro-Commissioning 80% 95% 95%

New Construction 80% 80% 86%

Aggregation/Key Accounts 80% 82% 85%

Targeted Public Sector

CHP Program 80% 82% 87%

Boiler Tune-Up 80% - 97%

Waste Water Treatment 80% 82% 85%

Large Custom Gas Projects 80% - 87%

Green Nozzle 80% - 80%

STEP 80% 86% 90%

Breakthrough 80% 82% 87%

Low Income

Public Housing Authority 90% 100% 100%

EEAHCP 90% 100% 100%

Residential Retrofit 90% 100% 100%

Energy Savers 90% 100% 100%

Market Transformation

Building Codes Training 80% 100% 100%

Building Operator
Certification

80% 100% 100%

SEDAC - design assistance 80% 100% 100%

Lights 4 Learning 80% 80% 80%

The Commission approved DCEO’s retrospective application of third-party evaluated results, because

DCEO’s retrospective approach accounts for real world variables and actual results. Due to the

DCEO’s proposed a retrospective approach, adopting an NTG Framework – neither that proposed by

the Attorney General’s (AG) nor Commission Staff – was not necessary. Final Order, p. 20.
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Revised Energy Savings Targets

Using the revised NTG numbers, DCEO calculated new, higher energy savings targets for the

compliance plan. The following charts provide a comparison of the saving goals as submitted in the

proposed plan and the compliance plan.

Comparison of Electric Savings Targets in Proposed Plan and Compliance Plan

Savings as per Proposed Plan Savings as per Compliance Plan

Electric Savings (millions of kWh) Electric Savings (millions of kWh)

EPY7 EPY8 EPY9 Total EPY7 EPY8 EPY9 Total

Public Sector 112.81 115.04 120.47 348.32 118.55 120.84 126.41 365.80

Breakthrough Tech. 3.61 3.65 3.67 10.94 3.71 3.75 3.77 11.23

Low Income 13.35 13.49 13.55 40.39 14.83 14.99 15.05 44.87

Market
Transformation

4.06 5.32 6.58 15.96 4.37 5.95 7.52 17.84

TOTAL 133.83 137.50 144.27 415.60 141.46 145.53 152.76 439.75

Comparison of Natural Gas Savings Targets in Proposed Plan and Compliance Plan

Savings as per Proposed Plan Savings as per Compliance Plan

Natural Gas Savings (millions of Therms) Natural Gas Savings (millions of Therms)

GPY4 GPY5 GPY6 Total GPY4 GPY5 GPY6 Total

Public Sector 3.46 3.46 3.45 10.37 3.87 3.87 3.86 11.60

Breakthrough Tech. 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.29 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.31

Low Income 0.84 0.84 0.84 2.52 0.93 0.93 0.93 2.80

Market
Transformation

0.26 0.37 0.47 1.10 0.28 0.42 0.55 1.26

TOTAL 4.66 4.77 4.85 14.28 5.20 5.33 5.44 15.98

Portfolio Cost Effectiveness

Intervenor NRDC argued that DCEO’s “drastic” increase in cost per unit of energy saved in its
proposed plan compared to past plans and experience was “unrealistic.” The table below shows that
DCEO’s Plan 3 did propose an overall cost per unit of energy saved that was somewhat higher than in
past plans – 14% higher for electricity and 19% higher for natural gas compared to Plan 2. The table
also shows that recalculating DCEO’s targets by removing the realization rates and applying NTG
values from past evaluations to public sector programs, as directed by the Commission, decreases the
cost per unit of energy saved from DCEO’s overall portfolio.
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Cost per Unit of Net Energy Saved
Past Plans, Proposed Plan, and Revised Compliance Plan

Electric Natual Gas

$/kWh saved $/therm saved

Plan 1 $0.24

Plan 1 - actual $0.40

Plan 2 $0.35 $3.76

Plan 3 - proposed $0.40 $4.48

Plan 3 - revised $0.38 $4.05

OTHER COMPLIANCE FILING ISSUES

Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG)

DCEO agrees with the Commission finding that the SAG is intended to operate as an advisory body,
not a decision making authority. Final Order p 23. DCEO is supportive of continuing the current
model of stakeholder involvement for both the electric and gas energy efficiency portfolio.
Stakeholder participation is inclusive in that there has been no defined membership, and meetings are
open to all interested parties. DCEO has and will continue to participate in the SAG process.

DCEO has agreed to Commission Staff’s proposal to provide quarterly reports to both the Commission
and the SAG. The Commission agrees that providing quarterly reports to the Commission is
reasonable and is consistent with Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act. Final Order, p. 23. DCEO will submit
the quarterly reports via the Commission’s e-docket system in this docket and separately to the SAG.

DCEO agrees to work with the SAG and the utilities to further discuss the AG’s request for franchise
agreements information from the utilities. Final Order, p. 10.

DCEO will comply with the Commission’s directive to work with the SAG to complete an Illinois
Energy Efficiency Policy Manual to ensure that programs across the state and as delivered by various
program administrators can be meaningfully and consistently evaluated. Final Order, p. 23.

Program Flexibility

The Commission accepts DCEO’s compromise with the Intervenors as a reasonable proposed solution
that Commission approval must be requested for budget changes that exceed 20% of the total DCEO
portfolio budget, with the caveat that consulation with the SAG should occur prior to DCEO making
significant program changes. The Commission believes that DCEO would benefit from the input of
the SAG on such changes as it has a smaller budget and fewer resources than the utilities. Final Order,
p. 26.
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Core and Targeted Programs – Public Sector – WWT-CHP- Data Centers

The Commission agrees with DCEO’s decision to offer targeted programs, especially in instances
where there are market barriers. The Commission agrees DCEO is best equipped to decide how its
programs should be organized. Final Order, p. 33.

The Commission finds Staff’s concern to be excessive regarding its recommendation for a contingency
plan if DCEO is unable to use the Waste Water Treatment Program budget. DCEO needs some
flexibility to move funds, and, as addressed under Program Flexibility, any shift greater than 20% will
be brought to the Commission. Final Order, p. 33.

The Commission agrees that Combined Heat and Power (CHP) applications should be prioritized by
cost effectiveness – highest overall efficiency at least cost. In response to NRDC, DCEO has agreed to
include an evaluation criterion in the competitive solicitation that requires the applicant to explain what
they have done within their facility to improve overall energy efficiency. The Commission finds this
reasonable. The Commission further agrees that for topping cycle CHP systems, DCEO should only
be allowed to claim savings for the portion of the useful thermal output that is actually used. Final
Order, pp. 33 and 34.

The Commission agrees with DCEO that requiring CHP systems to be designed to a minimum
efficiency of 75%, as proposed by NRDC, will run the risk of eliminating substantial cost effective
savings from potential CHP sites. The Commission finds DCEO’s compromise to be reasonable. The
Commission declines to adopt the AG’s recommendation regarding how to calculate the savings from
a CHP system. DCEO’s method correctly accounts for the fuel that would have been utilized to
generate the electricity from the grid being supplied by the CHP system, accounts for the fuel that
would have been used to generate the thermal energy recovered from the CHP system, and accounts
for the increase in gas utilized at the site of the CHP system. DCEO’s method is adopted until the IL-
TRM process is completed. Final Order, p. 34.

DCEO agrees to work with its evaluator and the other utilities and SAG to reach agreement on the
most appropriate technical method to calculate savings from CHP systems in Illinois and include such
methodology in the updated IL-TRM that will be submitted to the Commission for approval. Final
Order, p. 34

DCEO proposed and the Commision approved a compromise with Environmental Law and Policy
Center (ELPC) to update its Energy Efficiency Potential Study within the next six months to include
the savings potential for public sector data center projects in Illinois and to present the results to the
SAG. At that point, DCEO would determine if a targeted data center program is needed in the Public
Sector. Staff recommended that the investigation should be utilized to assess what the existing
baseline and standard practices are for data centers operating in the public sector in Illinois and address
whether it would be cost-effective to implement a dedicated Data Center Program. This approach is
reasonable and has been adopted by the Commission. Final Order, p. 34. DCEO agrees to comply
with Staff’s request to assess the existing baseline and standard practices for the operation of data
centers in the public sector.
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Market Transformation Programs

The Commission accepts DCEO’s proposed Market Transformation programs. The Commission
approves spending up to 10% of it budget on these programs. Additional funds from the three percent
set aside for breakthrough equipment and programs if necessary can be used to implement programs in
conjunction with the utilities under the Illinois Codes Collaborative. The Commission approves
DCEO claiming savings from its Market Transformation programs, provided that the evaluations are
conducted to preclude double counting of savings. Final Order, p. 37.

The Commission agrees with DCEO and rejects the AG’s recommendation to incorporate the SEDAC
and Energy Performance Contracting Technical Assistance programs into its Custom program. DCEO
agrees with the Commission’s recommendation that DCEO work with the SAG to resolve any issues
that may remain. Final Order, p. 37.

Low Income Programs

The Commission approves DCEO’s proposed portfolio of low income energy efficiency programs with
an understanding that DCEO will work with it colleagues who administer the Low Income Home
Energy Assistance program (LIHEAP), including the Percent of Income Payment Program (PIPP)
option, to determine an outreach strategy for PIPP that makes administrative sense given the funding
levels and program structure. Final Order, p. 40.

The Commission directs DCEO to work with SAG to explore whether more customers can be served
under the low income programs. The Commission finds that although the TRC test need not be met
for low income programs, Staff raises a valid argument that ratepayer funds could be utilized more
effectively. Specifically, the Commission recommends that DCEO evaluate Staff and CUB’s
suggestion to install less than top-of-the-line energy efficient furnaces when the corresponding energy
savings do not warrant doing so. Final Order, p. 41. Although, DCEO has never advocated installing
“top of the line” measures that would be inordinantly costly and does not believe any of its low income
program grantees do so, DCEO will comply with the Staff request.

DCEO Natural Gas Self Direct Customer Program

The legislation that created the Natural Gas Self Direct Customer Program does not define the program
structure in detail. Due to this vagueness, DCEO sought clarification from the Commission in this
docket. The Commission agrees DCEO should be auditing the self direct customers energy effficency
projects to determine if measures were installed and the energy saved. The Commission authorizes
DCEO to use EEPS funds to perform these audits.

DCEO agrees with the Commission order that DCEO report these verified savings to the Commission
and the Stakeholder Advisory Group on an annual basis. Final Order, p. 43.

DCEO will comply with the Commission finding that declines DCEO’s request to claim energy
savings from these customers. Final Order, p. 43.

DCEO will present its proposed audit structure to the SAG for its feedback.
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REACT proposed Electric Self Direct Program

The Commission agreed with DCEO that at this time it is not appropriate for DCEO to institute an
electric self direct pilot program. The Commission notes that, unlike the natural gas self direct
program, DCEO does not have statutory authority to implement a self direct program for large electric
customers.

Definition of Breakthrough Equipment and Devices

The purpose of the Breakthrough Equipment and Devices Program is to assess the appropriateness of
emerging electric and gas technologies and products for inclusion in future standard (prescriptive) and
other energy efficiency programs. This includes determining whether new products or devices are
reliable, serviceable, and provide cost-effective energy savings.

It is anticipated that new advanced energy efficiency electric and gas products and technologies will be
introduced into the market place. In order to allow these products to take advantage of the EEPS
program and to avoid adding them to the standard program measure list too early in their life cycle,
this program provides an evaluation process. Before incorporating new or unfamiliar products into this
program, DCEO will perform a review to determine whether such products will provide effective
energy savings and meet the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. It is expected that some of these new
products will not initially pass the TRC. The review process will include:

 Coordination with the electric and gas utilities in the EEPS program
 Use of outside support to evaluate the new technologies / products as appropriate
 Input from the SAG Technical Committee

Although DCEO agreed with Staff’s proposed definition of “breakthrough equipment and devices,” the
Commission declined to adopt Staff’s definition at this time. The Commission stated a statewide
definition for “breakthrough equipment and devices” should be addressed by the SAG and can be
presented to the Commission for approval. The Commission directed DCEO and Staff to conduct a
workshop with other SAG participants to develop a clear definition of breakthrough equipment and
devices that could be applied during Plan 3. DCEO will begin working with Staff and SAG in
organizing this workshop during the first year of the Plan.

Economically Efficient Potential

The Energy Efficiency Potential Study conducted for DCEO by the Energy Resources Center provided
valuable information that was used in the formulation of Plan 3. It demonstrated significant potential
for energy efficiency in the public and low income sectors. It confirmed the value of certain programs
and incentives and identified certain sub-sectors and energy end uses that should be targeted for future
programs. The Potential Study also provides significant guidance for setting reasonable and
achievable goals.
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The Commission agrees with DCEO’s consideration to possibly include an analysis of economically
efficient potential in its next Potential Study,
agreeable to working with SAG on this issue.

DCEO – Integrated

The Commission agrees with DCEO’s consideration to possibly include an analysis of economically
efficient potential in its next Potential Study, which will be filed pursuant to Section 8
agreeable to working with SAG on this issue.

Integrated Energy Efficiency Portfolio

Page 14

The Commission agrees with DCEO’s consideration to possibly include an analysis of economically
filed pursuant to Section 8-103A. DCEO is
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PROGRAM BUDGETS AND ENERGY SAVINGS

Below are the budgets and revised compliance filing energy savings for each of the DCEO programs:

DCEO Public Sector Budget (millions)

Electric Natural Gas Total Public
Sector
Budget

EPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

Standard Program* $14.59 $13.72 $12.70 $41.01 $4.72 $4.45 $4.10 $13.27 $54.28

Custom Program* $4.14 $3.77 $3.33 $11.24 $1.77 $1.42 $0.96 $4.14 $15.39

Retro-
Commissioning

$2.16 $2.16 $2.16 $6.49 $0.84 $0.84 $0.84 $2.51 $9.00

New Construction $0.72 $0.72 $0.72 $2.16 $0.28 $0.28 $0.28 $0.84 $3.00

Boiler Tune-up $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.50 $0.50 $0.50 $1.50 $1.50

Targeted Large
Projects**

$6.60 $8.20 $9.80 $24.60 $3.40 $3.80 $4.20 $11.40 $36.00

Direct Install*** $0.48 $0.48 $0.48 $1.44 $0.11 $0.11 $0.11 $0.33 $1.77

Breakthrough $1.62 $1.64 $1.65 $4.92 $0.63 $0.63 $0.56 $1.82 $6.75

TOTAL $30.32 $30.70 $30.84 $91.86 $12.25 $12.02 $11.55 $35.82 $127.68

*Includes Aggregation/Key Accounts. **CHP, Waste Water Treatment, High Impact Natural Gas. ***Green Nozzle, STEP.

DCEO Public Sector Energy Savings Targets

Electric Savings (million kWh) Natural Gas Savings (million therms)

EPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

Standard Program* 57.55 54.26 51.51 163.32 0.63 0.60 0.57 1.80

Custom Program* 19.57 17.11 14.22 50.90 0.49 0.39 0.27 1.15

Retro-
Commissioning

19.72 19.72 19.72 59.15 1.08 1.08 1.08 3.24

New Construction 4.66 4.66 4.66 13.99 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.36

Boiler Tune-up - - - - 0.60 0.60 0.60 1.79

Targeted Large
Projects**

14.95 22.99 34.19 72.13 0.62 0.74 0.89 2.25

Direct Install*** 2.11 2.11 2.11 6.32 0.34 0.34 0.34 1.02

Breakthrough 3.71 3.75 3.77 11.23 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.31

TOTAL 122.26 124.59 130.18 377.03 3.98 3.98 3.95 11.91

*Includes Aggregation/Key Accounts. **CHP, Waste Water Treatment, High Impact Natural Gas. ***Green Nozzle, STEP.
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DCEO Low Income Budget (millions)

Electric Natural Gas Total Low
Income
BudgetEPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

Public Housing $2.84 $2.84 $2.84 $8.51 $1.16 $1.16 $1.16 $3.49 $12.00

EEAHCP $3.54 $3.54 $3.54 $10.63 $1.46 $1.46 $1.46 $4.37 $15.00

Residential Retrofit $5.20 $5.36 $5.42 $15.98 $2.09 $2.09 $2.09 $6.27 $22.24

Energy Savers $1.42 $1.42 $1.42 $4.25 $0.58 $0.58 $0.58 $1.75 $6.00

TOTAL $13.00 $13.16 $13.22 $39.37 $5.29 $5.29 $5.30 $15.88 $55.24

DCEO Low-Income Energy Savings Targets

Electric Savings (million kWh) Natural Gas Savings (million therms)

EPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

Public Housing 5.26 5.26 5.26 15.78 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.32

EEAHCP 2.32 2.32 2.32 6.95 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.51

Residential Retrofit 6.58 6.73 6.80 20.10 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.96

Energy Savers 0.68 0.68 0.68 2.04 0.34 0.34 0.34 1.02

TOTAL 14.83 14.99 15.05 44.87 0.93 0.93 0.93 2.80

DCEO Market Transformation Budget (millions)

Electric Natural Gas Total Mkt.
Trans.
BudgetEPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

BITE $1.19 $1.11 $0.99 $3.29 $0.47 $0.35 $0.31 $1.13 $4.42

Codes Collaborative $0.36 $0.51 $0.65 $1.53 $0.30 $0.42 $0.54 $1.27 $2.80

Home Performance $0.36 $0.36 $0.36 $1.08 $0.14 $0.14 $0.14 $0.42 $1.50

Trade Ally $0.22 $0.22 $0.22 $0.65 $0.08 $0.08 $0.08 $0.25 $0.90

BOC $0.18 $0.18 $0.18 $0.54 $0.07 $0.07 $0.07 $0.21 $0.75

SEDAC $2.70 $2.70 $2.70 $8.11 $1.05 $1.05 $1.05 $3.14 $11.25

Lights for Learning $0.40 $0.40 $0.40 $1.20 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.20

TOTAL $5.41 $5.48 $5.51 $16.40 $2.11 $2.11 $2.19 $6.42 $22.82
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DCEO Market Transformation Energy Savings Targets

Electric Savings (million kWh) Natural Gas Savings (million therms)

EPY 7 EPY 8 EPY 9 Total GPY 4 GPY 5 GPY 6 Total

BITE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Codes Collaborative 1.57 3.15 4.72 9.44 0.13 0.27 0.40 0.81

Home Performance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Trade Ally 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

BOC 1.50 1.50 1.50 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

SEDAC 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.45

Lights for Learning 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 4.37 5.95 7.52 17.84 0.28 0.42 0.55 1.26

CONCLUSION

DCEO has developed a compliance plan that fully addresses the directives in the Commission Final
Order. DCEO believes that this Compliance plan presents a robust portfolio of programs that not only
builds on the direction provided by the Commisson, but also on previous program years’ experience,
the Energy Efficiency Potential Study, piloting of various programs, and extensive program modeling.
The portfolio starts with strong core programs and supplements them with targeted programs to
achieve the maximum energy savings potential.

As ordered by the Commission, DCEO is respectfully submitting this compliance filing as directed by
the Final Order dated January 28, 2014.
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